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New facilities management firm Aerial FM (http://www.aerialfm.com/)  are off to a flying start by using

commercial drone technology to provide fast and effective services and solutions in the FM sector.  But

why is the ability to pilot an unmanned aircraft important to a facilities manager or property manager?



Drones help Grant Currie, Managing Director of Aerial FM, and his colleagues to quickly and efficiently

carry out building assessments and surveys or obtain stunning images that can be used in marketing a

property for sale or lease. When surveying high-level or high-risk areas, drone flying is safer and less

expensive than hiring access equipment and calling out a contractor to inspect. Using a combination of

high-tech photography, 4K video and thermal imaging, Aerial FM can diagnose and report on roof leaks,

storm damage, roof defects and weathering issues quickly and cost-effectively. 



Grant has spent over 20 years in the FM sector at a senior level, managing UK-wide shopping centres,

commercial office buildings, distribution and storage warehousing, manufacturing plants and retail

outlets. Grant worked for Segro Plc and BAA McArthurGlen, before developing and managing contracts with

Dalkia Energy & Technical, OCS Integrated Services, Cosmo FM and CBRE Managed Services.  He is now

channelling his experience into Aerial FM to build a brand that supports the FM sector with a range of

quality support services. 



Grant Currie said, “We’ve heard about multinational companies such as Google, Facebook and Amazon

using drones to do jobs such as mapping, providing Wi-Fi services and delivering packages, but what about

the FM sector?  



“An unmanned drone can access the external envelope of a building more quickly, safely and

cost-effectively than other forms of access, in terms of obtaining data, they can be a lot easier and

more flexible.



“A drone can be used to conduct a general video or photographic assessment of the roof to identify any

accelerated weathering, dislodged slate or stone tiles, damaged flashing and the condition of guttering

and downpipes.” 



“In 2014-15, falls from height accounted for 50% of all deaths in the workplace in the UK, according to

HSE statistics.  If we are able to remove the need to initially access a roof for inspection, remove

additional access expense and assess the roof more quickly using unmanned aircraft technology, then we

make it easier, quicker, cheaper and safer to assess fragile and unsafe roofs, chimneys, guttering,

building fabric, glazing and roof mounted plant.



“Aerial thermal technology is now widely available for unmanned aircraft that allows energy assessors

and landlords to obtain detailed thermal assessments of their building’s energy loss, and assist with

the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) process.  The ability to fly over a building at height and scan

the thermal properties of the roof, building fabric and glazing is another significant advancement within

our industry and makes for a quicker and less intrusive assessment.
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“My hope is that we will continue to see this incredible technology being widely used throughout our FM

sector to advance our industry and make it significantly safer.”



Links:

Aerial FM Website: http://www.aerialfm.com/ 

Civil Aviation Authority: https://www.caa.co.uk/



ENDS



Interviews with Grant Currie can be arranged on request.

Media information supplied by Famous Publicity. For more information or images, please contact Adam

Betteridge at 0333 344 2341 or adam@famouspublicity.co.uk, George Murdoch at 0333 344 2341 or

george@famouspublicity.com or Tina Fotherby at 07703 409 622 or tina@famouspublicity.com. 



About Aerial FM:

Aerial FM specialises in supplying and operating unmanned aircraft vehicles (drones) for building

assessments and surveys.  Drones can survey buildings more safely, quickly and cost-effectively than the

alternative: hiring access equipment and calling out a contractor to inspect.  Aerial FM provides video

and photographic reports that allow its clients to progress to obtaining quotes for repair. 

 

Aerial FM’s pilots have passed the BNUC-S commercial drone exam and have been approved by the Civil

Aviation Authority (https://www.caa.co.uk/) to fly unmanned aircraft in a commercial capacity.  The

commercial drone industry within the UK is under the auspices of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA),

which governs safe flight procedures, qualification criteria and airworthiness of commercial unmanned

aircraft.  In fact, no commercial flight can be offered without the business and pilot meeting these

guidelines and proving they can fly their aircraft safely before the CAA will approve them. The CAA only

permits commercial aircraft to work at a height of 400ft and within a horizontal radius of 500m, with

added restrictions on remaining 50m away from any structure, vessel, vehicle, livestock or people –

excluding their controller.  



Aerial FM’s drone operators are trained, authorised and fully insured, with £5m public and property

insurance for commercial aerial work using unmanned aircraft.  Aerial FM is independent of roofing or

building fabric contractors so our advice can be trusted to make informed decisions on your building or

structure.
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